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AIDC sails into the sunset for 2003 
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Tickets sold out to the grand finale for the 2003 AIDC – a twilight sail on the
Leeuwin II, Australia’s largest ocean-going tall ship. Kaye Blum boarded ship in
search of  delegates’ comments on this year’s conference, but found her
sea-legs swept away by the Fremantle winds. 

Romantic visions of  tall-ship grandeur on the Indian Ocean filled my head. This
was an experience not to be missed, I thought. Having minimal sailing
experience, I foolishly assumed a vessel 55 metres in length would minimise
motion on the waves and I would not feel sea-sick. But the wind was whistling,
the waves were white-capped and half  the delegates were green. Including
myself. 

Instead of  capitalizing on my only opportunity to mix with the delegates and
hear what their highlights of  this year’s AIDC conference were for this article, I
spent most of  the three hour journey glued to a bench in a small, quiet ball. 

I was amazed that people were actually drinking; but someone suggested wine
could actually help settle the stomach. I took this advice and, after half  a glass
of  excellent West Australian red, I managed to shift positions often enough to
grab some comments (apologies if  I’ve misspelled or mispronounced any
names)…

Marcus Gillezeau, Producer/Director, Firelight Productions, Sydney: "I think the
highlight of  the conference was my book-launch for Hands-On, A Guide to
Production and Technology in Film, TV and New Media. No, really, overall I
think the conference was focused, it was intimate; it had an informality that
made it much easier to access people. And I’m also happy because we got a
pre-sale for one of  our films."

Michael McMahon, Producer, Big and Little Films Pty Ltd, Melbourne: "The
highlight of  the conference for me were the sessions that really pushed the
edge of  where documentary is going. The possibilities in the areas of
production, post-production and also in distribution, the way in which we can
make different documentaries that actually are then able to be disseminated in
a range of  new ways and take advantage of  opportunities in the digital area."

Sonya Pemberton, independent filmmaker, Steadicam Productions, Melbourne:
"I think the conference has been extraordinarily productive, from my point of
view, really really interesting science elements being debated and that sort of
stuff happening. But I think the highlight is right now, on the Leeuwin,
watching Susan MacKinnon getting completely showered in water!"

Ian Walker, Hilton Cordell Productions, Sydney: "The highlight of  the
conference for me was just getting through two pitches at DocuMart,
something I haven’t done before. I managed to get some half-decent
feedback, buoying my optimism for the potential that one or both of  those
films might get made one day."

Bob Pimm, ScreenSound, Canberra: "We’re here to make lots of  contacts with
people about acquiring stuff for the collection, reminding people that we exist…
"

Leesha from MRG International, Perth: "The whole thing with the conference
was the accessibility to an international network of  distributors, producers,
broadcasters, coming together in one room and just hashing it all out –
questions and open forums, it’s just been fantastic."

I know I actually had more comments than these, but my tape-recorder (and
my clothes) copped a soaking from a stray wave and the rest of  the tape
seems to have suffered a wipe-out. 

Overall, I thought the AIDC 2003 was an insightful event that raised some
interesting issues and provided an excellent environment for networking.
Personally, I would have liked to have seen a session dedicated to the future
of  documentary in new media platforms, but there were plenty of  other
illuminating sessions. 

The most pertinent for me was the highly contentious Defining Documentary
session, although a resolution is still seemingly elusive for now. Perhaps, as
Chris Hilton joked in the session, the AIDC may need to be re-named. But the
AIFPC (the Australian International Factual Programming Conference) just
doesn’t have the same ring to it, really. 

Kaye Blum 
Kaye Blum is a freelance writer and filmmaker. 
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